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Respondents.

CORPORATE RESPONDENTS' MOTION IN OPPOSITION TO NONPARTY
YAHOO! INC.'S MOTION IN SUPPORT OF COMPLAINT COUNSEL'S
MOTION TO OUASH RESPONDENTS' TWENTY- FIVE SUBPOENAS

DIRECTED TO THIRD PARTIES AND IN REPLY TO RESPONDENTS'
OPPOSITION TO COMPLAINT COUNSEL'S MOTION TO QUASH

CORPORA TE RESPONDENTS' SUBPOENAS

Corporate Respondents respectfully request that the Presiding Officer to deny

Nonparty Yahoo! Inc. s Motion in Support of Complaint Counsel' s Motion to Quash

Respondents ' Twenty-Five Subpoenas Directed to Third Parties and counter-reply in

opposition to Yahoo! Inc. s Reply to Respondents ' Opposition to Complaint Counsel'

Motion to Quash Corporate Respondents ' Subpoenas.

Yahoo! Inc. received a subpoena because it is a Web domain company identified



by Commission s Counsel l as one of twenty-
five that accessed Corporate Respondents

trade secret and confidential materials that were improperly posted because the FTC

unlawfully and withoutjustification2 disclosed the same on its docket and on its Web site.

Corporate Respondents have a right to ascertain the extent of harm caused by the

unlawful FTC disclosure. Corporate Respondents ' Counsel issued subpoenas to the

paries identified by the FTC and now seek logs and records of information that was

accessed.

In response, Yahoo! Inc. moved and posited four arguments: (1) Corporate

Respondents ' subpoena is untimely; (2) the FTC has " already definitely resolved that the

discovery Respondents seeks is unwarranted and inappropriate (... J"; (3) the subpoenas

are "meritIess" to the proceeding; and (4) that the subpoenas are overly broad and unduly

burdensome. Yahoo! Inc.'s arguments fail to take into account Corporate Respondents

. rights to assess the complete nature and scope of the destruction of their trade secrets.

Yahoo! Inc. fails to take into account the fact that the Commission anticipated further

I Yahoo! Inc. originally was identified as a Web domain company that accessed FTC'

Web site in a letter dated July 25 2005.
2 "Whoever, being an officer or employee of the United States or of any deparment or
agency thereof, any person acting on behalf of the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise
Oversight, or agent of the Department of Justice as defined in the Antitrust Civil Process
Act (15 U.S.C. 1311-1314), or being an employee of a private sector organization who is
or was assigned to an agency under chapter 37 of title 5 , publishes, divulges, discloses, or
makes known in any manner or to any extent not authorized by law any information
coming to him in the course of his employment or offcial duties or by reason of any
examination or investigation made by, or return , report or record made to or filed with
such department or agency or offcer or employee thereof, which information concerns or
relates to the trade secrets, processes, operations, style of work, or apparatus, or to the
identity, confidential statistical data, amount or source of any income, profits, losses, or
expenditures of any person, firm , parership, corporation, or association; or permits any
income return or copy thereof or any book containing any abstract or 

pariculars thereof
to be seen or examined by any person except as provided by law; shall be fined under this
title, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and shall be removed from offce 
employment." 18 U. C. 1905.



discovery in its decision ofJune 17 2005 (see Order at 7-8) (explaining that the data on

the Web log it ordered its lawyers to produce "provides Respondents with information

regarding the extent of the disclosures and will enable Corporate Respondents to contact

these domains to determine to what extent the domain operators themselves, or users of

those domains , may have retrieved , stored, used, shared , or disclosed exhibits the FTC

servers ). Corporate Respondents are entitled for leave to conduct discovery that is

reasonable and necessary to evaluate the damage caused, and to take remedial actions to

prevent fuher injury.

As stated in Corporate Respondents ' November 7 2005 Opposition to Complaint

Counsel's Motion to Quash Corporate Respondents ' Subpoenas , Corporate Respondents

are not adequately redressed by the mere issuance of FTC' s July 25 2005 identification

letter. It is facetious even to assume that argument has merit. It attempts to prevent

Corporate Respondents from ascertaining the extent and scope of the trade secret

violation damages would be completely unfair and cause an inequitable result in the face

of a valid Protective Order. The foreclosure of subpoena investigation effectively would

deny Corporate Respondents the opportnity to collect evidence that could offset any

liability that could arse from even improbable adverse findings and conclusions that the

Commission could issue in this case to deflect attention from its lawyers ilegal conduct.

As a result, Corporate Respondents must be permitted to conduct reasonable discovery to

determine the extent of FTC dissemination of their trade secrets, because that information

wil reveal financial harm caused by FTC, as a result of FTC misconduct in this very

case.

FACTS



FTC posted Corporate Respondents ' trade secrets and confidential material on its

website on December 6, 2004 and on January 31 , 2005. The January 31 motion was

posted on FTC' s public docket for this case on February 15 2005. The December 8

motion was posted earlier.s Both sets of exhibits were removed on February 17
, after

Respondents ' Counsel discovered and informed Complaint Counsel of the unlawful

publication.

The contents of the published exhibits were designated as highly confidential

financial information because Corporate Respondents are not publicly traded companies.

Specifically, their sales figures and financial records (appended in Exhibits R, 15 , and 42

to December 6 and January 31 filings, respectively) are not public and consist of

confidential proprietar information. See Respondents ' Response to Order to Show

Cause, Declaration of Carla Fobbs at 4- In addition , the product formulations detailed

within (Exhibit 11 to January 31 filing) are closely guarded trade secrets , and their

disclosure allows competitors to duplicate the formulas and market identical products

both in this country for the non-ephedra products and in those countries where sale of

ephedra products remains legal. See Fobbs Declaration at 3. The advertising

3 A trade secret is "any formula, pattern, device, or compilation of information which is
used in one s business, and which gives him an opportnity to obtain an advantage over
competitors who do not know or use it." Restatement 

of Torts 757(b )(1939).4 Corporate Respondents have not attached copies of the documents revealing FTC'

trade secret disclosures in an effort to avoid further circulation of those documents. They
instead refer the Presiding Officer to the nonpublic filing of those documents in this case.
S The Commission in its order did not identify the date when the December 6 filing was
posted, although Web logs reflect access as early as December 10 2004.

Complaint Counsel has argued that the Presiding Offcer s review of Exhibit 42
revealed that the exhibit did not meet the standard for 

in camera treatment. That
argument ignores the fact that the Presiding Officer acknowledged before issuance of his
opinion that it was not a detailed analysis of the arguments presented and that analysis
would be conducted "when and if the exhibits are offered as exhibits at tral.

" April 6
Order at 8-9. 



dissemination schedule (Exhibit 45 to the January 31 filing) is another vital trade secret

developed over a 13 year period , at a business cost of over 13 millon dollars. In addition

to constituting a major investment for Corporate Respondents, the advertising schedule

also defines the best marketing, promotion channels, and strategies for all of respondents

products.

The disclosed information can be used by Corporate Respondents ' competitors for

unlimited commercial advantage. See Fobbs Declaration at 7-8. Had FTC followed the

protective order provisions contained in the Presiding Officer s orders concerning

discovery and FTC Rules of Practice, this highly confidential information would not have

been exposed to poaching by Respondents
' competitors. See Fobbs Declaration at 8. In

addition to the financial damage caused by the unlawful disclosure on the FTC website

Corporate Respondents ' privacy and customer security policies were violated by the

publication of customer emails, which adversely affects their goodwill and reputation for

preserving their clients ' confidentiality.

On April 6, 2005 , in response to thee motions by Corporate Respondents

counsel concerning those disclosures, the Presiding Officer issued an order certifying

those motions to the Commission and staying the proceedings. The Presiding Officer

order found that ' "( n Jumerous statutes and rules prohibit and punish the unauthorized

disclosure of confidential information obtained by the Commission.
!d. at 4 (citing 18

C. ~ 1905; 15 U.S.C. ~ 46(f); 15 U. C. 50). The order furter acknowledged that

Cours routinely order companies to provide confidential information to the

Commission, noting the protections of statutes and rules that prohibit and punish the

unauthorized disclosure of confidential information obtained by the Commission.
Id. 



4 (citing FTC v. MacArthur 532 F.2d 1135, 1143 (7th Cir. 1976); FTC v. Owens-Corning

Fiberglass Corp. 626 Fold 966, 970 n.6 (D.C. Cir. 1978)).

In the course of his preliminar assessment of the nature of the materials

disclosed, the Presiding Offcer noted that the disclosure of the net gross revenue and

advertising expenditures by year for all six products at issue and the advertising

dissemination schedule are confidential business records and that the Respondents have

demonstrated that "disclosure of this information would result in a clearly defined

serious competitive injury to Respondents. Id. at 9. Given the egregious nature of

FTC' s violation, Corporate Respondents are entitled to evaluate the damage to their

business interests in investigating the extent of the injury caused by the unlawful

publication, including the investigation of parties who host weblog and server domains

for internet access. As a result, Yahoo! Inc. is an appropriate recipient of Corporate

Respondents ' subpoena because it is an active internet service provider with subscribing

users who may have accessed the trade secret information at issue in this proceeding by

using the Yahoo! Inc. search site.

On June 17 2005, the Commission issued its order granting, in part, Respondents

request for FTC to produce web server log information for those exhibits. The

Commission granted Respondents access "to aggregate Web log data that reveal the Web

domains from which requests to the exhibits in question were received." The

Commission furter stated:

Disclosure of this information provides Respondents with information
regarding the extent of the disclosures and may allow the Respondents to
contact these domains to determine to what extent the domain operators
themselves, or users of those domains, may have retreved, stored, used
shared, or disclosed exhibits ITom the FTC's serers. (...



(DJisclosure of aggregate data would allow Respondents to contact the
operators ofthe Web domains from which requests for the exhibits
originated, and determine if those domains might assist in identifyng,
retrieving, or destroying any copies of the exhibits that may have been
retained by users of those domains or by the domain operators themselves

(...

J. ld. at 7-

On July 25 , 2005 FTC released redacted web server logs to Complaint Counsel.

According to FTC' s web server logs , the gross sales figures (the December 8 Exhibit)

were accessed by 23 different companies (identified by their web domains) starting on

December 10, 2004 though and including February 16 , 2005. The product ingredients

and ratios information (Exhibit 11 to the January 31 51 motion) were accessed by six

different companies (identified by their web domains) on Februar 15 and 16 , 2005.

The advertising dissemination schedule was accessed by five different companies on

February 15 and 16 . The Net gross revenue and advertising expenditures for all six

products, the customer email , and the balance sheet were accessed by seven different

companies on February 15 and 16

On October 12, 2005, by letter served on all counsel of record, Corporate

Respondents ' counsel requested 25 subpoenas stating,

(The subpoenas would) be served on the domestic pares identified in the
Commission s letter of July 27, 2005. The forms wil replace those issued to
corporate respondents ' previous counsel on August 19 2005. Previous counsel

7 The Commission stated that IP addresses would be redacted because of the protections
ofthe Privacy Act, 5 U. C ~ 552A. Corporate Respondents do not agree that the IP
addresses are protected by the Privacy Act. IP addresses machines , not individual users.
There may be, and likely are, multiple users of a machine identified by an IP address.
8 Not just the IP addresses were redacted from those logs. It appears that Web domain
identifiers were redacted as well because Corporate Respondents ' prior counsel Feldman
&Gale was not identified in the logs produced by FTC despite repeated contacts by that
firm to the site once the discovery was made of the trade secret disclosures. There was
no reason for FTC to redact any user s domain identifiers from the Web server logs.
Indeed, by having done so the accuracy and completeness of the remaining material is
called into question.



completed the subpoena forms with their service information but did not serve
them before being replaced by new counsel. Because of the substitution of
counsel , we seek to have new copies executed because they wil bear the name of
new counsel. We became counsel for the corporate respondents on September 8
2005.

Upon receipt of the subpoena forms, the subpoenas were prepared and served on October

, 2005 on each of the twenty-five parties identified in subpoenas attached to Complaint

Counsel's Motion to Quash.

II. PERTINENT RULES

Rule 3.34(b) states in perinent part:

A subpoena duces tecum may be used by any party for puroses of
discovery, for obtaining documents for use in evidence, or for both
purposes, and shall specify with reasonable particularity the materials to
be produced.

16 C. R. ~ 3.34(b).

Section (c) of Rule 3. , permitting motions to quash, states, in pertinent part:

Any motion by the subject of a subpoena to limit or quash the subpoena
shall be filed within the earlier often (10) days after serice thereof or the
time for compliance therewith. Such motions shall set forth all assertons
of privilege or other factual and legal objections to the subpoena
including all appropriate arguments, affidavits, and other supporting
documentation, and shall include the statement required by Rule 3ol2(f).
Id. at (c)(emphasis added).

Rule 3.31 on discovery states, in perinent par:

(1) In general; limitations. Parties may obtain discovery to the extent that
it may be reasonably expected to yield information relevant to the
allegations of the complaint, to the proposed relief, or to the defenses of
any respondent... Information may not be withheld ITom discovery on
grounds that the information wil be inadmissible at the hearng ifthe
information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence. 16 C. R. ~ 3.31 (c)(1).

III. ANALYSIS

Yahoo! Inc. argues that the subpoenas are untimely, seek irrelevant documents



constitute an impermissible counterclaim within the administrative proceeding and are

overbroad. Yahoo! Inc. lacks standing to challenge the subpoenas on their merits.

Yahoo! Inc.'s arguents also fail to raise appropriate grounds for quashing the subpoenas

from the perspective of a recipient party.9 Corporate Respondents have acted reasonably

and timely following the receipt of the July 25 2005 web domain identifying information

in order to assess the information available from those web server logs and to obtain any

additional information related to that log information through the use of the twenty-five

subpoenas. lo The documentation and records sought in the subpoenas are necessary, as

the Commission stated, in "identifyng, retrieving, or destroying any copies of the

exhibits that may have been retained by users of those domains or by the domain

operators themselves." Equity demands that the injury inflcted on Corporate

Respondents when their trade secrets and confidential commercial information were

destroyed be weighed against any liability that may arise in ths case. Assessment of the

9 In opposing the subpoenas, Yahoo! Inc. is "confronted with a (difficult) task." FTC 

Dresser Industries J977 Dist. LEXIS 16178 , *8 (D. C. 1977)(Exhibit B). One
who opposes an agency s subpoena necessarly must bear a heavy burden. That burden is
essentially the same even ifthe subpoena is directed to a third pary not involved in the
adjudicative or other proceedings out of which the subpoena arose. Dresser Industries
*8-9 (citing FTC v. Tuttle 244 F.2d 605 (2d Cir. 1957) cert. denied, 354 U.S. 925 FTC
v. Bowman 149 F.Supp. 624 (N.D. Ill.), affd 248 F.2d 456 (7th Cir. 1957)(citations
omitted)).
10 The Web information supplied is not comprehensible to laymen but requires a
computer scientist to evaluate. See Exhibit A. Corporate Respondents retained that
experise and received professional consults on how to develop appropriate queries to
yield information that would reveal the extent ofthe trade secret disclosures. Some of the
information not supplied by FTC is indispensable to the search and may ultimately
prevent subpoena recipients from providing meaningful responses. For example, FTC
has not supplied IP addresses and without IP addresses for a large company like
Microsoft there may be no way for it to identify what machine accessed the trade secret
and confidential information. There would be no way then to examine records for that
machine and its users ' records to determine if any documents were created when those
trade secrets and confidential documents were viewed, downloaded, accessed, printed or
otherwise used (causing the information to be further disseminated).



extent of that injury through the subpoenas at issue is necessary to prevent an inequitable

liability determination (one that does not account for the economic damage suffered due

to FTC' s unlawful destruction of trade secrets and confidences).

Failure to calculate the cost ofthe disclosure in arrving at any equitable

assessment is wholly inequitable when FTC is liable for the destruction of the trade

secrets and confidences - a deprivation of property without due process oflaw, a tort

recognizable under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U. C. ~ 2674 et seq. , and a crime

punishable under federal law, 18 U. c. 9 1905. Finally, Yahoo! Inc.'s argument fails to

prove the agency subpoenas unduly burdensome. Yahoo! Inc.'s argument is wholly

unsupported by any specific factual allegations , affidavits , or other documents and is

based entirely on hypothetical assumptions. Yahoo! Inc. has failed to seek and obtain the

requisite first-hand knowledge to determine the nature and extent of their record-keeping

for the purose of determining whether the requests are indeed unduly burdensome; in

short, Yahoo! Inc. has failed to establish suffcient grounds to justify the quashing of

Corporate Respondents ' subpoenas.

A. Corporate Respondents ' Subpoena Is Timely Because It Aims to Discover
Documents from Yahoo! Inc. Identifed For the First Time in FTC's July 25
2005 Letter and Attached Web Log.

The subpoenas are a timely and reasonable effort by Corporate Respondents to

assess whether parties FTC identified as having accessed the trade secrets and

confidential financial information have made any use of that information, downloaded it

copied it or otherwise disseminated it, exacerbating the effects of the disclosure. The

FTC' s July 25 , 2005 letter was the first time following the December 6 and Januar 31

filings that Corporate Respondents had notice of the fact that Yahoo! Inc. s users did in



fact access the trade secret and confidential financial information. Yahoo! Inc. ' s

restatement ofthe timeliness argument made by Complaint Counsel concernng the

deadline for issuing subpoenas duces tecum in discover ! I (November 8 2004) ignores

the fact that the disclosures of the trade secrets took place after that date.

Corporate Respondents first received the web contact information ITom FTC on

July 25 , 2005. They then received expert counsel on how to fashion subpoenas to acquire

information based on the contact information and acquired executed copies for service on

August 14 2005. New counsel entered the case on September 8, 2005. Newly executed

subpoenas were obtained on October 14, 2005 and were served on Friday, October 21.

Those steps reveal appropriate diligence and a timely prosecution of this matter. Yahoo!

Inc.'s argument that the subpoenas are untimely further ignores the fact that the

Commission in its June Order (again, after discovery had closed) encouraged

Corporate Respondents to take the information in the web serer logs and conduct

discovery to determine the extent of the trade secret disclosures. 
Id. at 7-8. Thus, the

subpoenas are timely and reasonable.

B. The Subpoena Issued to Yahoo! Inc. by Corporate Respondents Is
Warranted and Appropriate Because It Reasonably Leads to the Discovery
of Documents Relevant to This Proceeding

The Commission s June 17th Order acknowledged that its decision was a "
remedy

designed to prevent a future violation" and did "not necessarly address a past violation.

Id. at 6. Indeed, for three of the documents the Presiding Offcer stated that "disclosure

of this information would result in a clearly defined, serious competitive injury to

Resndents." April 6 Order at 9. There is no "would" in this equation. The disclosure

II As discussed in the following section Rule 3.34 (b) does not limit a pary
s use of

subpoena duces tecum to only discovery.



has happened and the damages are accruing. The destruction of the trade secrets and

confidences has resulted in a clearly defined , serious competitive injury to Corporate

Respondents. The Presiding Officer acknowledged that "numerous statutes and rules

prohibit and punish the unauthorized disclosure of confidential information obtained by

the Commission. ld. at 4. There has been no punishment meted out in this case. The

perpetrators are free and the injured parties ' damages have not been recompensed.

Equity requires that the injury FTC has inflicted on Corporate Respondents by

discJosing their trade secrets offset any potential finding ofliability or for consumer

redress in this case. Without such an equitable assessment, Corporate Respondents

would be doubly penalized, in fact penalized far in excess of any remedy available to the

Commission under its statutes. The disclosure ofthe trade secrets and confidential

financial information caused irreparable injury and irrecoverable loss that not even

monetar relief wil completely recompense. Thus, the subpoenas are seeking materal

that meet the general requirements in Rule 3.31 requiring discovery be reasonably

expected to yield information relevant to the allegations of the complaint, to the proposed

relief, or to the defenses of any respondent.

Furtermore, that general discovery rule is subsumed by Rule 3.34 on subpoena

duces tecum. The subpoena rules state that subpoenas "may be used by any party for

purposes of discovery, for obtaining documents for use in evidence, or for both

purposes. Id. at (b); see also, FTC v. Dresser Industries 1977 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16178

*11 (D. C. 1977).
12 The Commission

s longstanding interpretation of3.34(b)(2)

requires only a general showing of relevance. Dresser Industries at * 11. "In the

12 Attached as Exhibit A.



relevance inquiry, the court must be satisfied merely that the material sought is

reasonably relevant'; there need be no showing that the subpoenaed material is clearly or

unquestionably relevant (... Id. at *9 (citations omitted). The subpoenas seek

documents that Corporate Respondents ' trade secrets and confidential financial

information were disseminated to additional entities, republished on the web, printed

downloaded, or otherwise used. Those documents would be used in evidence to offset

any potential finding ofliability against the Corprate Respondents. Thus, the documents

sought are reasonably relevant and meet the general showing requirement.

Moreover, Yahoo! Inc. misconstrues the nature and effect of the Commission

Order regarding further discovery of the trade secret violations by introducing an

argument entirely rooted in semantics, claiming that the term "contact" contained within

the Orderrefers to an "out-of-cour, self-help process (... J." Yahoo! Inc. further objects

to the issuance of subpoenas on the basis that the Order "does not imply the right to seek

discovery or otherwise use governental power to compel nonparties." (emphasis in the

original). These claims of personal interpretation are completely unsubstantiated and

fittingly, demonstrate that Corporate Respondents must be permitted to explore the extent

of the economic damage imposed by the unlawful disclosure of their trade secrets via the

subpoena power, which is a standard form of compulsory legal process. As is evident

thoughout Yahoo! Inc. ' s motion , Corporate Respondents would be entirely unsuccessful

in relying on the voluntary transfer of information ITom parties identified in FTC' s June

, 2005 letter.

Accordingly, the subpoena issued to Yahoo! Inc. is not unduly burdensome but is

reasonable and appropriately tailored to seek the very information the Commission



contemplated in its Order. Corporate Respondents must be given the opportunity to

mitigate the damages inflicted by the unlawful publication of their trade secrets by

notifyng third parties with potential access to the information of its confidential status.

Corporate Respondents cannot adequately mitigate the damages without being granted

the opportnity to explore the identities of all entities that were granted access to the FTC

website. Yahoo! Inc.'s attempt to foreclose Corporate Respondents ' discovery efforts in

this context contravenes the findings and resul6ng order of the Presiding Offcer.

C. Corporate Respondents ' Subpoenas Are Properly Issued in the Context of
This Proceeding

Yahoo! Inc. unconvincingly argues that Corporate Respondents lack merit when

they submit that FTC' s violation of their property rights in this proceeding effects

damages that must equitably be assessed against a redress award, if any, in this case. In

attempting to bolster its theory, Yahoo! Inc. claims that the potential for Corporate

Respondents ' resulting liability from ths proceeding cannot turn on FTC' s unlawful

conduct. That arguent is tautological in the sense that it wrongly assumes that

Corporate Respondents ' are precluded ITom pursuing remedial actions for the violations

committed during the course ofthis proceeding in this very proceeding. Such an

outcome would eviscerate the equitable factors this agency uses in determining redress.

See FTC v. Febre 128 F.3d 530 535 (71b Cir. 
1997); FTC v. My/an Labs, Inc.

No. l:98CV03114 (TFH) (D. C. Feb. 9 2001); FTCv. Gem Merchandising Corp. , 87

F.3d 466, 470 (ll Cir. 1996). Furthermore, Yahoo! Inc. completely fails to gauge the

importance of expedient action in preserving evidence that is subject to the threat of

destruction in an industry characterized by constant fluctuations in information retention.

Yahoo! Inc. furter alleges that the speculative natue of economic sanctions that



may be imposed on the Corporate Respondents precludes the pursuit of information

discovery via the subpoena process. As an initial matter, Yahoo! Inc. does not have

standing to challenge the issuance of subpoenas on substantive grounds such as merit

claims. Instead, Yahoo! Inc. has an obligation to provide Corporate Respondents with

relevant information and materials responsive to the requests posed by the subpoena, not

interpose unrelated arguments concerning the merits of the underlying case.

The extent of financial loss caused by FTC' s unlawful publication of the

Corporate Respondents ' trade secrets and confidences has a direct equitable bearng on

any assessment of damages in this case. One cannot achieve an equitable result without

taking into account fully the economic injury brought about by the FTC's own unlawful

conduct within this very proceeding. All equitable factors that bear on the ability to pay

and the propriety of redress are fair game. See FTC v. International Diamond Corp./Full

Service Import Brokers, Inc. 1983 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15504 (D. Cal. July 12 1983 ). 1314

Yahoo! Inc. Has Failed to Adequately Demonstrate That the Subpoena
Issued by Corporate Respondents is Overly Broad and Unduly Burdensome.

Yahoo! Inc. argues that the subpoena request issued by Corporate Respondents is

13 Generally, the Commission wil consider the following three factors in deterining
whether to seek disgorgement or restitution in a competition case. First the Commission
wil ordinarly seek monetar relief only where the underlying violation is clear. Second
there must be a reasonable basis for calculating the amount of a remedial payment. Third
the Commission wil consider the value of seeking monetary relief in light of any other
remedies available in the matter, including private actions and criminal proceedings. A
strong showing in one area may tip the decision whether to seek monetary remedies. For
example, a paricularly egregious violation may justify pursuit of these remedies even if
there appears to be some likelihood of private actions. Moreover, the pendency of
numerous private actions may tilt the balance the other way, even if the violation is clear.
See Federal Trade Commission Policy Statement on Monetar Equitable Remedies in
Competition Cases. July 25, 2003.

14 Attached as Exhibit B.



overbroad and constitutes an unreasonable burden in the scope of their business practices.

In response, Corporate Respondents refer the Presiding Officer and Yahoo! Inc. to the

following standard of burden assessment:

Some burden on subpoenaed parties is to be expected and is necessary in
furtherance of the agency s legitimate inquiry and the public interest. The burden
of showing that the request is unreasonable is on the subpoenaed party. Further
that burden is not easily met where, as here, the agency inquiry is pursuant to a
lawful purpose and the requested documents are relevant to that purpose.
Broadness alone is not sufficient justification to refuse enforcement of a
subpoena. Thus courts have refused to modify investigative subpoenas unless
compliance threatens to unduly disrupt or seriously hinder normal operations of a
business.

As is clearly established in Dresser Industries the fact that Yahoo! Inc. is a

leading internet service provider that hosts a web search engine is "what makes the

subpoena served upon (itJ critical" to ascertain whether its access of the FTC website

resulted in any republication, downloading, copying, printing or furter dissemination of

Corporate Respondents ' trade secrets and confidential financial information. Id. at *14.

Moreover, Yahoo! Inc. is a large corporate enterprise accustomed to complying with all

forms of extensive requirements of the legal process, including subpoenas. Thus, there is

no undue burden on Yahoo! Inc.

Furtermore, any burden on Yahoo! Inc. is outweighed by the necessity that

Corporate Respondents be given the opportunity to ascertain the complete nature and

extent of the loss inflicted upon them by the FTC' s destruction of the Corporate

IS Ironically in 
Dresser Industries the subpoena recipient also argued against production

of documents because it would require production of "vital trade secrets and other
confidential information.

=. 

at * 15. The Court did not find that argument persuasive
because "the administrative law judge has entered a comprehensive protective order
which should be sufficient to safeguard the confidentialty of Dresser s secrets.
(emphasis added). Here, Corporate Respondents seek to assess their injury where just
such a safeguard was insufficient.



Respondents ' confidential and trade secret information , a factor no doubt contemplated

by the Commission before it issued its Order. Failing to allow Corporate Respondents

that opportity compounds the harm they suffer and affords them no discover to

ascertain the extent of damages. J 6 Without access to full and complete dissemination

information, Corporate Respondents are left with only the July 25 letter identifYing the

companies that accessed the information. They are denied the ability to determine

whether those companies used , copied, republished, downloaded, printed or otherwise

further disseminated the trade secret and confidential financial information. The

Commission clearly stated in its June 17 , 2005 Order that the Respondents were expected

to use that web log information to further elucidate the dissemination of their trde

secrets. Id. at 7-8. Because the Corporate Respondents ' trade secrets were destroyed by

the FTC through no fault of the Respondents, equity demands that they be given

reasonable opportnity to investigate to determine the nature and scope of the disclosure.

Yahoo Inc.'s motion in support of Complaint Counsel's motion to quash should therefore

be denied.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Corporate Respondents respectfully request that Nonpary Yahoo! Inc.'s

Motion be denied period. The subpoena Yahoo! Inc. received must be honored.

Respectfully Submitted

16 As explained supra at 5 , FTC' s failure to disclose IP addresses and Web domain names
may cause the present subpoenas to bear no ffit. Such a circumstance would warant
visitation by the FTC of its interm decision not to disclose IP address identifiers.
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1977 U. S. Dist. LEXIS 16178
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; 1977-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) P61 400

Federal Trade Commission (on relation of Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. ) v. Dresser
Industries, Inc.

Misc. No. 77-44.

United States District Court for the District of Columbia.

1977 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16178; 1977- 1 Trade Cas. (CCH) P61,400

April 26 , 1977 , Filed

CASE SUMMARY

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Plaintiff Federal Trade Commission (FTC) filed a petition for
enforcement of a subpoena against defendant chemical corporation. The subpoena
originated in a case pending before the FTC in which an aluminum corporation applied to
the FTC's Administrative Law Judge (AU) for issuance of subpoenas duces tecum to other
chemical manufacturers. The chemical corporation claimed that the subpoenas were too
burdensome.

OVERVIEW: The AU issued subpoenas to large and small chemical manufacturers. The
more elaborate subpoenas were directed to the leading manufacturers of the product.
Several companies sought to quash the subpoenas, and the AU modified the specifications
in order to lessen the burden of compliance. When the chemical company stil refused 
comply, the FTC filed its action for enforcement. The court ordered the chemical company
to comply with the AU's subpoenas, finding that the chemical company s claim that
compliance would cost it $ 400,000 was insufficient to meet its heavy burden of showing
that compliance with the subpoena would unduly disrupt or seriously threaten normal
operations. The court found that is was to be expected that the chemical company
burden would be greater that the other subpoenaed companies, because the chemical
company was the dominant firm in the industry. Indeed , it was the chemical company
dominance in the industry that made the subpoena served upon it critical to the aluminum
company s defense. Thus, the court held that the burden imposed by the subpoena was
not an unreasonable one so as to warrant quashing or further limiting the subpoena.

OUTCOME: The court ordered that the AU's subpoenas must be enforced against the
chemical corporation.

CORE TERMS: subpoena , subpoenaed , discovery, administrative law , specification
relevance, issuance, protective order, civil discovery, adjudicative, unduly, duces tecum
purposes of discovery, reasonably relevant, manufacturers, Federal Trade Commission Act
confidential information , enforcement proceedings, subpoena duces tecum , trade secrets
mere fact, investigative, dissemination , confidential , acquisition , refractories, burdensome
egregious , sweeping, opposing

lexisNexis(R) Headnotes . IjJc:eHe dnQtes

Ac;ministrative Law

;: 

DaraI; n & Deleqation of Power ;: SJJtmQenq +:J
HN1;tIn a subpoena enforcement proceeding brought by a federal agency, the court'

s roleis a strictly limited one , and the scope of issues which may be litigated in an
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enforcement proceeding must be narrow, because of the important governmental
interest in the expeditious investigation of possible unlawful activity. In the usual
case such matters will be summary in nature in order to facilitate the rapid resolution
of issues which may significantly bear upon the agency s law enforcement
responsibilties. Mor UkeThi Headnote

8dministratjYeLaw ;: SePiJratioll6!DelegaJion()fPower;: Subpoenas 

HN2;!At least in this circuit, subpoena enforcement proceedings are considered to be
summary in nature unless there appears some compellng reason for a fuller
proced u re . MQfe. ike This H acll1()t

8c1millistreltiYeJelW ;: $ePelriJti()lla,J elegaJiQnof Power;: Subpoenas 
HN3.;Fed. R. Civ. P. 81(a)(3) provides: These rules apply to proceedings to compel the

giving of testimony or production of documents in accordance with a subpoena
issued by an officer or agency of the United States under any statute of the United
States except as otherwise provided by statute or by rules of the district 

court or by
order of the court in the proceedings. t'ore J,llsgTl:j -'ieasjrlQt

Mmio)strqJive LaW ;: $gR.iJfgtiQIl_ !!..eJ gqtiQIlQtPQWef ;: SuIJPQeD1;_S .
HN4;;It is sufficient if the inquiry is within the authority of the agency, the demand is not

too indefinite and the information sought is reasonably relevant. In view of this
standard and the "strictly limited" role of the court, one who opposes an agency
subpoena necessarily must bear a heavy burden. That burden is essentially the same
even if the subpoena is directed to a third part not involved in the adjudicative or
other proceedings out of which the subpoena arose.

119r 1.i ..3:hisJ:te!!Q09J

Mminis.trelliy.eJ"gJ!I ;: $ Pi!rCJjQnJ!r,HOetegqJj()rL()LPQwJ r ;: $\.tIJP()en1;
1-:;

HN5.;The Federal Trade Commission s rule for the issuance of subpoenas duces tecum , 16
C.F. R. 9 3. 34(b), provides, in pertinent part: (1) Application for issuance of a
subpoena requiring a person to appear and depose or testify and to produce
specified documents, papers , books, or other physical exhibits at the taking of a
deposition , or at a prehearing conference, or at an adjudicative hearing shall be
made in writing to the administrative law judge , and shall specify as exactly as
possible the material to be produced , showing the general relevancy of the material
and the reasonableness of the scope of the subpoena. (2) Subpoenas duces tecum
may be used by any party for purposes of discovery or for obtaining documents,
papers, books or other physical exhibits for use in evidence , or for both purposes.
When used for discovery purposes, a subpoena may require a person to produce and
permit the inspection and copying of non-privileged documents, papers, books, or
other physical exhibits which constitute or contain evidence relevant to the subject
matter involved and which are in the possession , custody, or control of such
person. M()r l!lsg Th!sl!efl_clI1Qte I $/Jepardile; estrjc;l3y. ttea_dnQte

MminJstratiYeJ, IW ;: Sepelration a,PeJe9atj()1l qf POWer;: 
Sl1lJPQeJlelS HN6;tSubpoenas duces tecum may be used by any part for purposes of discovery or for

obtaining documents , papers, books or other physical exhibits for use in evidence, orfor both purposes. The Federal Trade Commission s (FTC) longstanding interpretation
of 16 C.F.R. 9 3. 34(b)(2) is that it only requires a general showing of relevance. In
the absence of a clear error, the FTC's reading of its own regulation is entitled to
great deference from this court. M9r !"ik Thi HeflQrt()te l,?heQqrqf?f:;B tfiq YHeiJQJl9te

Mm'Dj tri!tiv aJN ;: $epgrCJ:jgIU!d eleggJ:IQ!1QfP9w.er ;: S\Jb.Pgeng
HN7

iThe Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit recently defined the showing
of burden that would be necessary in order successfully to oppose an agency
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subpoena: the question is whether the demand is unduly burdensome or
unreasonably broad. Some burden on subpoenaed parties is to be expected and is
necessary in furtherance of the agency s legitimate inquiry and the public interest.
The burden of showing that the request is unreasonable is on the subpoenaed party.
Further, that burden is not easily met where , as here , the agency inquiry is pursuant
to a lawful purpose and the requested documents are relevant to that purpose.
Broadness alone is not sufficient justification to refuse enforcement of a subpoena.
Thus courts have refused to modify investigative subpoenas unless compliance
threatens to unduly disrupt or seriously hinder normal operations of a

business. f1.9r *? I!l D.9

Admi strQtiv Law Rq!S-1ion J?e.I(;gatKmQf J .9. .r S.!bR. Dm; t

C!y.UPmc(;Ql,r ;:PiscoveryMethol:s ReqlJestsfor Pmc:YQ:Jon&Inspection 
..i1

Ir9j;te. Secr U".Q'i rgL StC!l:eB gY1Q!;JQ!) ..erpJJ..QQe..CQmmjS1?i9JJ 
HNB.;The mere fact that some of the subpoenaed material may be confidential does not

excuse compliance with the subpoena. More UkeIhis Headnote

OPINIONBV: (*1)

FLANNERY

OPINION: Memorandum Opinion

FLANNERY, D. : This is an action brought by the Federal Trade Commission on petition for
enforcement of a subpoena. The subpoena was issued pursuant to the Commission
authority under Section 9 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 151J. , which
provides that " the Commission shall have power to require by subpoena the attendance and
testimony of witnesses and the production of all such documentary evidence relating to any
matter under investigation. " The subpoena originated in an adjudicatory proceeding currently
pending before the Commission in which Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation is
alleged to have violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act t5. c;, 9J61- and Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, t5lJ. 5.,. 4S, by its acquisition of the Lavino Division of
International Minerals and Chemical Corporation. The acquired division is a major producer of
basic refractories, which are non-metallic insulating materials. Although Kaiser raised a
number of defenses , those defenses generally contended that the acquired division had
ceased to be a significant competitor in the industry and that the acquisition actually
increased (*2) competition in the relevant markets.

In order to obtain the information necessary for its defense , Kaiser applied to the
Commission s Administrative Law Judge for issuance of subpoenas duces tecum to other
manufacturers of basic refractories. Sixteen subpoenas, directed to smaller manufacturers,
contained only six specifications. Fourteen other subpoenas were more complex and
contained 22 specifications. The more elaborate subpoenas were directed to the leading
manufacturers of the product. One company, respondent Dresser Industries, One company,
respondent Dresser Industries, Inc. , was directed to answer a twenty-third specification
concerning a major raw materials supply contract between Dresser and Lavino. Several of
the subpoenaed companies moved to quash the subpoenas, and in a thorough and carefully
reasoned Order of November 12, 1976, the Administrative Law Judge denied the motions to
quash but did modify 13 of the 22 specifications in order to lessen the burden of compliance.
Appeals from this Order were denied by the Commission, which found that the Administrative
Law Judge had not abused his discretion in upholding the subpoenas. Subsequent to that
decision by the (*3) Commission on December 16 , 1976, four companies continued to
refuse to comply with the subpoenas. The Commission , through its General Counsel, then
initiated the instant petition for enforcement in the district court. As of the hearing of this
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matter on April 7, 1977 , only Dresser remained in noncompliance, the other companies
having elected to obey the subpoenas.

At the April 7 hearing, two of the pending motions were decided from the bench. First, the
court denied Dresser s motion to stay the proceedings or, in the alternative, to transfer them
to the Northern District of Texas, where Dresser had earlier fied an action for declaratory
relief from the subpoena. Second, the court granted Kaiser s motion to intervene pursuant to
R!Jl 2.4(Q) of the Federal Rules of Civil f.f. QYr , Argument was then heard on the
remaining matters: (1) the motion by Dresser for civil discovery and (2) Dresser s opposition
to the petition for subpoena enforcement. With respect to its motion for civil discovery,
Dresser contends that the circumstances presented here require the granting of such
discovery to enable it to probe the motives of Kaiser and the Commission. In its opposition to
the subpoena, (*4) Dresser argues that the subpoena fails to meet the standards of
relevance prescribed by the Commission s rules , that compliance with the subpoena would be
too burdensome , and that the subpoenaed material would not be adequately safeguarded
from disclosure of confidential information. Dresser further urges that, if the subpoena is
found to be valid and enforceable , the court issue a protective order designed to prevent
dissemination of this confidential material.

At the outset, certain basic principles should be stated which must guide the court in its
consideration of the issues. 

HN1+In an enforcement proceeding of this sort, the court's role is
a strictly limited one " and " the scope of issues which may be litigated in an enforcement

proceeding must be narrow, because of the important governmental interest in the
expeditious investigation of possible unlawful activity. " Federal Trade Commission v. Texaco
Inc. , No. 74- 1547 (D. C. Cir. Feb. 23 , 1977), slip opinion at 16 , 18. In the usual case such
matters wil be summary in nature in order to facilitate the rapid resolution of issues which
may significantly bear upon the agency s law enforcement responsibilities.

Despite the specific (*5) ruling of Judge Parker in the Order to Show Cause of March 4
1977 , Dresser insists, contrary to that Order, that this is not a summary proceeding. 

HN2'At
least in this circuit, subpoena enforcement proceedings are considered to be summary in
nature unless there appears some compellng reason for a fuller procedure. See Federal
Trade Commission v. Texaco, Inc. , supra at 39 n. 48; fedef ITrCldgCQmmissio!lY. SheJTY,
1969 TRADE CASES. r* ) 72.90(; C. 19691. See also In Re FrC Corporate Patterns
Report Litigation, F. Supp. , Misc. No. 76- 126 (D. C. Jan. 31 , 1977). Even RuJe
(g)J lQttheJ:eqerqLRI J1e QfJ:::jYH.l?rQ d!Jre, upon which Dresser relies for its claim of a
right to civil discovery, provides:

These rules apply to proceedings to compel the giving of testimony or production of
documents in accordance with a subpoena issued by an offcer or agency of the United States
under any statute of the United States except as otherwise provided by statute or by rules of
the district court or by order of the court in the proceedings.

(Emphasis added. ) Here the Order to Show Cause clearly specified that the proceeding was
to be summary with no discovery for any party (*6) in the absence of further order by the
court.

In a proceeding such as this, discovery is available only upon a strong showing of need. The
areas in which Dresser requests discovery and which it alleges to be central to its opposition
to the subpoena are as follows: (1) the possibilty that Kaiser s motive in requesting the
subpoenas was only to delay the adjudicative proceeding against it; (2) the fact that Kaiser
has settled with other parties subpoenaed but not with Dresser; (3) the Commission s alleged
abuse of its subpoena power; (4) the Commission s alleged failure to protect Dresser s rights
as a non-party to the adjudicative proceeding; and (5) the Commission s alleged failure to
follow its own rules in the issuance of the subpoena. Some of these issues appear to require
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no discovery as they involve purely legal issues, such as whether the Commission has in fact
failed to follow its rules of procedure. Others appear not to be genuine issues at all. For
example , counsel for Kaiser revealed at the hearing that Dresser had been offered essentially
the same terms for compliance with the subpoena as the other companies, but that Dresser
had refused those terms while the other (*7) companies had accepted them. In light of that
fact, which was not contradicted by Dresser, it is difficult to see how Dresser can allege thatthe other companies were the beneficiaries of a favorable or preferential settlement.

This case features none of the egregious circumstances found in a case like 
Vl1ilectStgJe$ y,

WrigbtMotOLCQ" HS;36 f, 2d 10$lOL5th Cir. 19Z6), Nor does it appear that Dresser has been
subjected to a "sweeping or irrelevant" subpoena request, as inVl)jteJLStgte TheQd_
17$1 H 2dZ4Q'H Z54 (4tllCir. 1973), where the particular summons involved was described by
the court as "unprecedented in its breadth." Most importantly, Dresser has alleged no specific
facts to support its claim of bad faith on the part of Kaiser and the Commission. Some such
specific factual allegations are necessary before the court will abrogate the usual rule thatdiscovery is not allowed in summary proceedings. See United States v. Fensterwald , No. 76-
1290 (D. C. Cir. Mar. 8 , 1977). In the absence of these allegations and of any indication ofbad faith or improper motive on the part of Kaiser or the Commission , the court must refuse
Dresser s request for civil discovery. The mere (*8) fact that Dresser is not a part to thepending adjudicative proceeding does not alter the basic principle the discovery rights are
inconsistent with the summary nature of subpoena enforcement. See FederatIrade
Commi$$iol1. Y. .UniteQ.. .Sti'te?- Pipe. an. FOlJoc.rYCP. 304 .F . !J pp. 1254LD,P ,

. .

1$162), Anyother result might seriously threaten the Commission s investigative powers, as well as
prejudice the rights of parties such as Kaiser who are engaged in litigation with the
Commission.

In opposing the subpoena on the merits, Dresser is confronted with a task at least as difficult
as overcoming the presumption against discovery in summary enforcement proceedings. The
basic standard for challenges to agency subpoena power is set forth in J,lJJJti:QSt9Je$__
Morton Salt Co. 338 U.s. 6 ;32. 652. 94 L. Ed. 401

,_.

70 S. Ct. 357 (19501,. where the SupremeCourt said:

HN4'+(It) is sufficient if the inquiry is within the authority of the agency, the demand is not
too indefinite and the information sought is reasonably relevant.

In view of this standard and the "strictly limited" role of the court, see Federal Trade
Commission v. Texaco , Inc. , supra at 16 , one who opposes an agency s subpoena necessarily
must bear a heavy burden. (*9) That burden is essentially the same even if the subpoena
is directed to a third part not involved in the adjudicative or other proceedings out of which
the subpoena arose Federal Trade Commission v. Tuttle , 244 F.2d 605 d Cir. 19571, cert.den ied

, _

U,- Q2_ 1..L,__

,-._

2-,t 143.9,_2Z$,. Ct,___LlZ2.; E terqJTri'r;te_ ComlIi$ Qn- Y_
!?QWm1;uJ,_1-49J='n SJ.mp,_ Q;?4 (N. D. II. ), aff'd , 4JLr=, ;?d--.2QjZth__.C!L._ 2Z1;- fer;teraLIrftQeCommission v. United States Pip

e- and Foundry Co.. supra.

Dresser does not contend that the subpoena is beyond the statutory authority of the
Commission , but instead focuses upon the other two elements discussed in Morton Sal
$!JPfa., Specifically, Dresser asserts that the subpoena violates the Commission s own
standards of relevance and that the subpoena is so indefinite and sweeps 

so broadly thatDresser is unduly burdened. In the relevance inquiry, the court must be satisfied merely that
the material sought is " reasonably relevant" ; there need be no showing that the subpoenaed
material is clearly or unquestionably relevant or, as Dresser contends

, "

relevant and
necessary. " Federal Trade Commission v. Texaco, Inc. , supra at 20-21 n. 23.

Dresser s arguments concerning relevance revolve primarily 
(*10) about 5'the

Commission s rule for the issuance of subpoenas duces tecum. :tJ
r=, 3.4CbJ- (19Z9).That rule provides, in pertinent part:
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(1) Application for issuance of a subpoena requiring a person to appear and depose or testify
and to produce specified documents, papers , books , or other physical exhibits at the taking
of a deposition , or at a prehearing conference, or at an adjudicative hearing shall be made in
writing to the administrative law judge, and shall specify as exactly as possible the material
to be produced , showing the general relevancy of the material and the reasonableness of the
scope of the subpoena....

(2) Subpoenas duces tecum may be used by any party for purposes of discovery or for
obtaining documents , papers , books or other physical exhibits for use in evidence , or for bothpurposes. When used for discovery purposes , a subpoena may require a person to produce
and permit the inspection and copying of non-privileged documents , papers, books, or other
physical exhibits which constitute or contain evidence relevant to the subject matter involved
and which are in the possession , custody, or control of such person.

Dresser apparently views the language 
f*11) of "constitute or contain evidence " found in 

3.34(b)(2) as requiring a determination , prior to issuance of a subpoena , that subpoenaed
material would be admissible in evidence. Such an interpretation is clearly inconsistent with
the statement in the same rule to the effect that HN&+" (subpoenas) duces tecum may be
used by any party for purposes of discovery or for obtaining documents, papers , books orother physical exhibits for use in evidence, or for both purposes. " Furthermore, it is
inconsistent with the Commission s own longstanding interpretation of 3.34(b)(2), which is
that it only requires a general showing of relevance. In the absence of a clear error, theCommission s reading of its own regulation is entitled to great deference from this court. See
UQaJI TaIJm m'd 8QU_

).,_

19, I,' (:Q,_ 2c;p:lQ, C:t'd Z9.2dU99 ). If Dresser s view ofthe rule were adopted by the court, the use of a subpoena duces tecum , at least for purposes
of discovery, would be completely undermined.

Dresser also alleges that the application for issuance of a subpoena duces tecum was
insufficient in that it failed to make a strong showing of relevance and need. As noted above,
such is not the correct standard. Instead

f*12) the applicant for a subpoena need only
show that the materials sought are generally or reasonably relevant. Even if there were some
inadequacy in the application - and the court does not believe that there was in this instance
- Dresser would not have been prejudiced by it for the administrative law judge made a
specification-by-specification finding of relevancy. In the process, he limited the scope of
some of the specifications where he deemed it appropriate. The court has examined the
complaint, the defenses raised by Kaiser, the specifications found in the subpoena , and thefindings of the administrative law judge with reference to each of the specifications, and mustconclude that the documents and other material subpoenaed meet the standard of
reasonable relevance" and that the administrative law judge did not abuse his discretion in

upholding the specifications, as modified by his order.

In opposing the subpoena on the ground that it imposes too great a burden, Dresser again
faces a very diffcult task. 7+he court of appeals for this circuit recently defined the
showing of burden that would be necessary in order successfully to oppose an agency
subpoena:

We emphasize f*13) that the question is whether the demand is unduly burdensome or
unreasonably broad. Some burden on subpoenaed parties is to be expected and is necessary
in furtherance of the agency s legitimate inquiry and the public interest. The burden of
showing that the request is unreasonable is on the subpoenaed part. Further, that burden isnot easily met where , as here, the agency inquiry is pursuant to a lawful purpose and therequested documents are relevant to that purpose. Broadness alone is not sufficient
justification to refuse enforcement of a subpoena. Thus courts have refused to modifyinvestigative subpoenas unless compliance threatens to unduly disrupt or seriously hinder
normal operations of a business.
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Federal Trade Commission v. Texaco , Inc. , supra at 39-40.

Based on an uncontradicted affidavit, Dresser claims that the cost of compliance with the
subpoena would be $ 400 000. Even if the affidavit were totally convincing in the statistics
which it presents , this would not necessarily satisfy Dresser s burden. Dresser must show
that compliance with the subpoena would "unduly disrupt or seriously threaten normal
operations. " This Dresser has not done. As the court (*14) of appeals observed in Federal
Trade Commission v. Texaco , Inc. , supra at 40, it is not insignificant that other companies
were willing and able to comply with similar subpoenas without undue 

effort. Here all the
other companies which were subpoenaed , including those with subpoenas virtually identical
to that of Dresser, have agreed to comply, a fact which strains the credibility of Dresser
claim of unreasonable burden. It may very well be that Dresser s burden is greater than that
of the other subpoenaed companies, but that is to be expected from the fact that Dresser is
the dominant firm in the industry with by far the largest volume of sales. Indeed

, it is

Dresser s dominance in the industry which makes the subpoena served upon it critical to
Kaiser s defense. Thus, as the record now stands, the court must find that the burden
imposed by the subpoena is not an unreasonable one so as to warrant quashing or further
limiting the subpoena. Furthermore , though the subpoena is admittedly a sweeping one, it is

not illegal or overbroad, for the breadth of the request is dictated by the scope of the
adjudicative proceeding.

Finally, Dresser urges that the subpoena not be enforced (*15) because inadequate
protection is afforded for vital trade secrets and other confidential information. 8+he
mere fact that some of the subpoenaed material may be confidential does not, however
excuse compliance with the subpoena. Fed.emITr9J;,teCQmmt$.$.ipI1Y, L9_rming, 17E)U. App,C. 200 539 F. 2d 202, 211 (D.C. Cir. 1976 1;. Federal Trade Commission \i Tut1Le,. 244
QQ5, QJE)(,2 LClr, JQ.

!:.

Z), cert. denied 354U-,S...9.25, EcI ,2(;L14. 6., , Ct, 1379.. The
administrative law judge has entered a comprehensive protective order which should be
sufficient to safeguard the confidentiality of Dresser s secrets. Dresser s primary fear appears
to be that the protective order does not bind the Commission itself. It is not clear that
Dresser s fear is wellfounded in this regard , but in any event there are other barriers to
dissemination by the Commission. First, such material is exempt from disclosure
requirements under the Freedom of Information Act. S., C.. ..i.552(b)(4). Second , :t5J)$,

4E?(f bars the Commission from making public trade secrets and other confidential
information such as the names of customers. And the court cannot lightly assume that the
Commission wil fail to discharge diligently and in good faith its responsibilties 

(*16) under
the law. Under the circumstances, a protective order by this court would be neither necessary
nor appropriate.

The court believes that the subpoena , as modified by order of the administrative law judge,
should be enforced , and an appropriate order to that effect accompanies this memorandum
opinion. The court is not unmindful of the tremendous impact which compliance with such
subpoenas can have upon companies which appear to be innocent bystanders. The cost of
effective economic regulation , however, is one which must be shared by all industry, indeed
by the entire society. The expeditious enforcement of such subpoenas, usually without the
civil discovery and the protective order which were requested of the court in this case , is an
integral part of the regulatory scheme, and only in the most egregious of circumstances
should a court intervene to delay or hinder the enforcement process.
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Federal Trade Commission v. International Diamond Corp./Full Service Import Brokers , Inc.
et al.

No. 82-0878 WAI (JSB).

United States District Court for the Northern District of California.

1983 u.s. Dist. LEXIS 15504; 1983-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) P65, 506

July 12 , 1983

CASE SUMMARY

PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Defendant diamond corporation brought a motion for summary
judgment to dismiss plaintiff Federal Trade Commission s (FTC) action under 9 13(b) of
the FTC Act 15l)..s_ C-,S,-923(b). The diamond corporation claimed that the diamonds it
sold were not worthless.

OVERVIEW: In response to the FTC's action against it under 9 13(b) of the FTC Act, 15
l). g 53(b), the diamond corporation claimed that the FTC Act did not authorize the
court to order rescission and restitution of contracts or other similar redress and that
rescission and restitution were unavailable against individual defendants who were not
parties to the contracts which the FTC sought to redress. The diamond corporation also
claimed that monetary redress was not available because the goods delivered by the
diamond corporation were not worthless or of only token value. The court held that 9 53
(b) did authorize the court to grant consumer redress , including rescission of contracts,
ancillary to a permanent injunction. The court held that the diamond corporation was
clearly liable for the money paid by 12 investors who had executed purchase agreements
or who received material misrepresentations.

OUTCOME: The court ruled in favor of the FTC and denied the diamond corporation
motion for partial summary judgment.

CORE TERMS: redress , restitution , rescission, consumer, privity, FTC Act, status quo
purchaser, seller, restore , summary judgment, permanent injunction , ancillary, authorize
matter of law, worthless, salesmen , unjust enrichment, proper measure, enrichment
defrauded, equitable, monetary, freezing, preliminary injunction , individual liability, sales
manager, moving party, culpabilty, evidentiary

LexisNexis(R) Headnotes . HJdel-eqc:lJote'!

Civil Procedure ;: SJJITmlarv Judgme.lJ! ;: Summary Jud nt Standarq
.xSummary Judgment is appropriate only when the pleadings, depositions , answers to

interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is
entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c). The moving part
must sustain the burden of proof and all permissible inferences must be drawn in
favor of the party opposing the motion. Mpre Like This pdnpte
$/J P?rgf LResJ:rictBy Headnote
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8I!tJtry t&TrClQeI"CI.w FederaJTfClQeCQmmis IQ_nAc;t +
HN2 Section 13(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTC), 15_ C:.s. 9 5:?(b), givesthe FTC two options. The Commission can , under normal circumstances, seek apreliminary injunction pending an administrative proceeding. Alternatively, in proper

cases, such as routine fraud cases where the agency s expertise is unnecessary, the
Commission can seek relief directly in federal court without also initiating wasteful
and repetitious administrative proceedings. More Like TbisJleaqnote I
EiePiJrdize: Ref;J;ict By- Headl!te

Antitrust & Trac;el"cW.. feder:J TrClQeJ::omrnjssioTlAc: 
HN3j;Section 13(b) of the Federal Trade Commission 

Act (FTC), C:. g 5J(b),authorizes the court to grant consumer redress, including rescission of contracts
ancilary to a permanent injunction. More Lik,e_InisJig('gnote I
5hePCi(cIfze:Restric: I3VHe('QlJote

Antitr\'st.&TradeL CJ\I FedeI"LTr:J;I!;U:::ornffis ionAc: 'fJ
HN4j;Privity of contract between an individual defendant and the consumer is not required

to establish individual liabilty for civil penalties or redress under Federal Trade
Commission law. Corporate officers have been held liable for consumer redress under
both 9 19, and 9 l3(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act. An individual may be
held liable for the conduct of a corporation which the individual controlled or had
authority to control, or when the individual knew or should have known of the
violation. More I" !se This Headnote l:21JJ pfJrJfjze: trict B JjeadnQ

CQ-DtrCJJ:; Li;'A 6reClC;h Ccmse_soJAc:tQIJ '
HNsj;The privity requirement is appropriate to limit potentially astronomical liability which

could result from open market transactions in which no benefit accrues to the
defendant or where culpabilty is often minimal and the imposition of unlimited
damages would be unfair. Even where the monetary equivalent of rescission is
involved as a potential remedy, the privity requirement may be abrogated in a fraud
case in the interest of justice. I'QreJ, eTl)is l:e_ClQn9te

!;91ltE tsJ,.gW Reffed1es Res.tJMjon .
HN6j;The measure of restitution is determined with reference to 

the tortiousness of the
defendant' s conduct or the negligence or other fault of one or both of the parties in
creating the situation giving rise to the right to restitution. If the defendant was
tortious in his acquisition of the benefit he is required to pay for what the other has
lost although that is more than the recipient benefited. MQfelilSg_

IhlsJ:!eClQ!lote I$lleP?IPi?g: Restrj(;tI3V_ HeCl tnQ_

OPINION BY: (*1)

BRENNAN

OPINION: Order Denying Partial Summary Judgment

BRENNAN, U.s. Magis. : Defendant Susan Dohrmann s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
having been taken under submission for consideration and decision based on the record and
the pleadings on file in this case and the arguments of counsel.

It Is Hereby Ordered that the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is denied.

Discussion
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The plaintiff Federal Trade Commission (FTC) commenced this action under Section 13(b) of
the FTC Act, J 5 U.5.c. 9 (b) against International Diamond Corporation and four
individuals: Thomas Lewsader, Stephen Greenbaum , Susan Greenbaum Dohrmann and
Bernhard Dohrmann.

Defendant Susan Dohrmann brings this Motion for Partial Summary Judgment pursuant to
Fed, R,. Ciy, 'p, 56. Defendant Stephen Greenbaum joins the motion. Although denominated amotion for summary judgment, in essence the motion contends that, as a matter of law
there is no authority for some or all of the relief requested. The 

only evidentiary material
submitted by defendants is a brief declaration offered for the uncontested assertion that the
diamonds sold by defendants are not worthless.

A. Summary Judgment

HN1+'Summary 
Judgment (*2) is appropriate only when "the pleadings, depositionsanswers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affdavits, if any, showthat there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to

a judgment as a matter of Jaw. Fed. R. E.,- 56( 1. The moving party must sustain theburden of proof and all permissible inferences must be drawn in favor of the party opposing
the motio n . Unlte(;LSigie.$.

y..

DieQQl.d, Jnc,, 3p9JJ,S ,.f).54 , (j55 (1992); Ruff IJ Y.. Q unty QfJ,.
8D.Q 607 F.2d 1276

,_.

1279 C9tl) Cir. 19l9.), cert. denied , 14Ll),S, .9.51C1 Ql.

Defendants havaing submitted no supporting affidavits or other evidentiary material to
controvert the allegations of the complaint, those allegations must be accepted as true for
purposes of this motion. See 6 J. Moore, Moore s Federal Practice P56. 1l (2) at 56-209 to56-213; P56. 11(1.1) at 56-198 to 56- 199 (2d ed. ). Defendants must establish that they are
entitled to judgment as a matter of law despite the allegations in the complaint.

B. Issues

Susan Dohrmann raises four arguments: (1) that Section 13(b) of the 
FTC Act does notauthorize the District Court to order rescission (*3) and restitution of contracts or other

similar redress; (2) that rescission and restitution are unavailable against individual
defendants who were not parties to the contracts which the plaintiff seeks to redress; (3)
that the proper measure of restitution is the amount of unjust enrichment by each
defendant; and (4) that monetary redress is not available because the goods delivered by the
defendant International Diamond Corporation were not worthless or of only token value.

1. Authority of the District Court under Section 13(b) of the FTC Act to order consumerredress ancillary to a permanent injunction.

This Court concurs with the interpretation of the FTC Act as explained infTCY.. t:!. S.llJge.r,Inc. 4 F. Sup- o 24. 27 (N. D. C J. 1981 ), affd 668 F. 2d 1:t07 9tJLCir:

...

J98.2 HN2+Section
13(b) gives the FTC two options. The Commission can , under normal circumstances , seek apreliminary injunction pending an administrative proceeding. Alternatively, " in proper casessuch as routine fraud cases where the agency s expertise is unnecessary, the Commission
can seek relief directly in federal court without also initiating wasteful and repetitious
adm inistrative proceedings. ErC. L",41- Y,_. I:.

,. .

SJnger,.lm: !J pn'!, 5.3.4E. IJPP,. Qt.4Z; aff d99.€LE,2d. ;U.OZJ.9.tb..Cir...J9.8.2); see generally S. Rep. No. 151 , 93d Cong. , 1st Sess. at 30-31.Thus interpreted , the FTC Act envisions consumer redress under Section 13(b). As the Ninth
Circuit held in ITCVLtI,. N..Sinm r,. \,pr:aL9Ji E..2d. gtJ.

. . . Congress, when it gave the District Court authority to grant a permanent injunction
against violations of any provisions of law enforced by the Commission , also gave the districtcourt authority to grant any ancilary relief necessary to accomplish complete justice because
it did not limit the traditional equitable power explicitly or by necessary and inescapable
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inference. In particular, Congress thereby gave the district court the power to order
rescission of contracts. Hence 9 13(b) provides a basis for an order freezing assets.

See PQrterv, W9rnerJ-Jqldil1g Co. , 32ZIJ, S'd 395, 398 (1947); see also Mitchel 1 v. Robert De
Mario Je-wglrYJ r:t .c, 11,5-, 29J_ ;L(12Q!) ;lo An.g .lg !Jst e('- l1.Qrtg
!;X hqDg.e"-, S!:c, 285.f.2d162, 182 (9thQr. 1960) ("Congress must be taken to have acted
cognizant of the historic power of equity to provide complete relief in the light (*5) of
statutory purposes. "

In FTC v. N. H. Singer Inc. , supra , the Commission sought consumer redress under Section 19
for alleged violations of the Franchise Rule, a permanent injunction under Section 13(b) for
alleged false promises and false and misleading representations contrary to Section 5(a) and
refunds for third parties as relief ancillary to the injunction, and a preliminary injunction
freezing assets pending trial on the merits. The Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court order
freezing assets. Since Singer included pure Section 5(a) violations , it is clear that the Ninth
Circuit' s holding that rescission was an available remedy under Section l3(b) was essential to
justify an asset freeze to provide relief for the Section 5(a) violations and is not, as
defendants urge , mere surplusage.

The defendants ' alternative argument that consumer redress cannot be read into Section 13
(b) without rendering Section 19 superfluous ignores the clear language of Section 19(e)
that:

Remedies provided in this section are in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other remedy or
right of action provided by State or Federal law. Nothing in this section shall be construed to
affect any (*6) authority of the Commission under any other provision of law.

Section 19(e), 15. g57.b(e).

The defendants' reliance on tl eate . FTC. 503 F. 2d 321 (9th J974) for the proposition
that the FTC Act does not authorize consumer redress other than pursuant to actions under
Section 19 is similarly unpersuasive. Heater held only that the FTC lacks power to order
redress itself as part of an administrative cease and desist order. Any eventual redress in this
action will be ordered by the Court, not by the Commission.

Moreover, the defendants have not convinced the court that the Commission will never
pursue redress under Section 19 if identical relief is available under Section 13(b). It is
sufficient to note that expedited consumer protection proceedings under Section 13(b) are
available only " in proper cases" and that the Court, not the Commission, determines what is
a proper case.

Other courts have also held that Section l3(b) authorizes a variety of equitable relief
ancilary to the granting of an injunction. S FTc\(. $OllJhwe$tdSJH:J jte

,,_

55E,.2.dZJl
(!:tb. Cjr,_.19.8GJ;. FIC. Y-,..VirgiJ)jfJJ::Qme MJg. CQ.rp,, 5Q9f,SlI.PP. 5J (D. Md. ), affd , Q :lf,
9;W(4th.cJr.c. I!ZL1981) (ancilary relief, in the form of compulsory notice to consummers
granted under court's general equitable powers).

Accordingly, the court concludes that Section l3(b) authorizes the court to grant
consumer redress, including rescission of contracts , ancilary to a permanent injunction.

2. Individual Defendants May in a Proper Case Be Held Liable for Consumer Redress

4'Privity of contract between an individual defendant and the consumer is not required to
establish individual liability for civil penalties or redress under FTC law. Corporate officers
have been held liable for consumer redress under both $r; 19,_.ITC.Y'u.GJgn_W..TYm
Enteq: ris nc.. 1983-1 TRDE CASES (CCI::! P65 24-LlM. D. Fl 1982) ,. and Section 13(b),
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nc:y, rJ, !', $Jnger, Jnc" l9.82-83 TRADE CASES (CCH) P65,O:ll(N. C:ql' l9.82), An
individual may be held liable for the conduct of a corporation which the individual controlled
or had authority to control , or when the individual knew or should have known of the
violation. See e. Uoitecl$tCitesv. JQhnson, 54:tF. 2q 710 (8th Cir. ) cert. denied, 429 \,.
J.Q 197Q.) . FTC v. H. N. Singer, Inc. , supra; ELC;Y. I\Jrr)!: $!Jprq;. Uottecl_ ate$.Y,_ testlin
Pmcll!c:t (*SlC:orp,, 4J2 Sl,pp. 754(N. D.Cal. 1976).

Cases cited by the defendant to support the privity requirement are not persuasive as they
concern securities law violations in market trading situations. E. , Huddlestonv. Herman!3
MCic:Lei:n, 64_Qf, 2(:L ;34(5JhC:ir. t9.81), aff'd in part, rev d in parton other grounds , JQ3

Ct,.. 683. tt9J 3.);. .Green v'

.. 

Qq;;identa IpetrQleI,Jl. Corp. , 541. f,.2d. 1335. (9th dc:i r. 1976)
(Sneed , J. concurring).HNS'

The privity requirement is appropriate to limit potentially astronomical liability which could
result from open market transactions in which no benefit accrues to the defendant or where
culpability is often minimal and the imposition of unlimited damages would be unfair. See

HJJdglestQI1 v. Herr:Cin Mgc:l"e(lr sl!pra; Note, The Measure of Damages in Rule 10(b)-
5 Cases Involving Actively Traded Securities, 26 Stanford Law Rev. 371 (1974).

Even where the monetary equivalent of rescission is involved as a potential remedy, the
privity requirement may be abrogated in a fraud case in the interest of justice.See, e.
GQJc:QI1 Y. LJrr,. ()E). f.2d:t080 J2nd(:r, 1974); Cady v. . M\.JPDy, J13 9.88 (1st Cir.
cert. denied 3JLlJ. (Q5(l94.QJ; Johns Hopkins Univ. (*9) v. Hutton , F. Supp. 1165 (D.
Md. 1968), affd in part, rev d in part and remanded , 422. ;2d 112 4th Ci 1.97Q1

The instant case involves transactions in which consumers were allegedly defrauded in face
to face transactions with International Diamond , a corporation controlled by the various
individual defendants. Plaintiff also alleges that the individual defendants participated in the
fraudulent transactions. Under the circumstances of this case the degree of direct, personal
involvement in and control exerted by the individual defendants over the corporation , or of
each individual's degree of knowledge as to the conduct of other corporate officers and
employees , will bear on both their individual liability and the form of any relief or redress
ultimately ordered.

The complaint alleges that defendants Thomas Lewsader, Stephen Greenbaum and Susan
Greenbaum Dohrmann were corporate officers and members of the IDC Board of Directors as
well as the sole principal stockholders and that defendant Bernhard Dohrmann held a variety
of corporate positions with IDC. The complaint also alleges that the individual defendants
formulated , directed , controlled , and participated in the acts (*10) and practices of the

corporate defendant" which led to this lawsuit. Complaint at 3 , lines 17-19. The defendants
disavow any knowledge or control of any alleged unlawful conduct.

The pleadings have raised a genuine issue of material fact as to the degree of knowledge,
control, or participation of the individual defendants in the alleged fraudulent transactions
which can be resolved only at trial.Accordingly, the propriety of an equitable form of redress
which may include the monetary equivalent of rescission cannot be disposed of by summary
judgment.

3. The Proper Measure of Restitution

While ordinarily the proper measure of restitution is the amount of enrichment received,
Restatement of estitution s-1 (1937), if the loss suffered by the victim is greater than the
unjust benefit received by the defendant, the proper measure of restitution may be to restore
the status quo. See R $Jgtem ntQLRe tit.!tJ9n. l, Comment a (1937); 5 J. Moore, supra,
P38.24(2) at 38- 195; Gordon v. Burr. supra !'a y v. Mur hy. supra.
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In securities cases , stock purchasers have been restored to the status quo by salesmen and
brokerage houses regardless of the defendant's degree of enrichment. (*11) In tQD.-
BIJr:r, qpr:g, the court held that rescission was available against an individual who was not in
privity with the defrauded purchaser but was a party to the fraud. The court explained that in
the interest of justice it might be appropriate to restore the customer to the status quo by
salesmen and brokerage houses regardless of the defendant's degree of enrichment. In
GpniQov'u 8IJIr,_ $.lIPrp, the court held that rescission was available against an individual who
was not in privity with the defrauded purchaser but was a party to the fraud. The court
explained that in the interest of justice it might be appropriate to restore the customer to the
status quo even though the amount of rescission exceeded the defendant' s unjust
enrichment:

As between two tortfeasors, one the seller and the other not a privy to the transaction , it is

desirable that the seller be the person from whom the purchaser recover; otherwise the
seller wil benefit from his fraud to the extent of the purchase price. The choice, then is
between returning to the seller the status quo prevailing prior to the fraud or forcing the
defrauder not in privity to a worse status than he occupied quo ante. To avoid (*12) unjust
enrichment, general equitable principles indicate the preferability of the purchaser pursuing
first the seller, rather than his partner in the fraud. However, as between the innocent
purchaser and the wrongdoer who, though not a privy to the fraudulent contract, nonetheless
induced the victim to make the purchase , equity requires the wrongdoer to restore the victim
to the status quo.

D v. Bu rr, 506 F. 2d at 1085 (emphasis added).

Similarly the Restatement of Restitution states:

(HN6')he measure of restitution is determined with reference to the tortiousness of the
defendant' s conduct or the negligence or other fault of one or both of the parties in creating
the situation giving rise to the right to restitution. If the defendant was tortious in his
acquisition of the benefit he is required to pay for what the other has lost although that is
more than the recipient benefied.

Restatement of Restitution, Introductory Note , Topic 2 , 99 150-59 (1937). Accord 
Connell , Remedies 77-78 (1977); D. Dobbs , Handbook on the Law of Remedies: Damages-

Equity-Restitution 623-24 (1973).

The district court in fTC: Ji,_N'u $Jng

,,_

l982.:8;,lTRAQ.

!;_

CA$!;$PQ QJJ, found (*13)
a sales manager individually liable for restitution because of his authority to control and
knowledge of the deceptive acts and practices of his salesmen. The degree of restitution
ordered in Singer clearly exceeded the amount of money the sales manager had received
but the court held

Defendant is, however, clearly liable for the money paid by the twelve investors who had
executed purchase agreements with Hot Box or who received material misrepresentations
from or on behalf of Hot Box during defendant's tenure. This amounts to $290 000. The issue
of further liabilty remains a question of fact.

FTC v. H. N. Singer, at 70 619.

To the extent that the benefit and loss are not co-extensive , the determination of who should
bear the added cost of restitution wil turn on considerations of fairness and culpability. In
light of the pleadings on file , this presents a question of fact to be resolved at trial.

4. Appropriateness of Rescission and Restitution When the Goods Are Not Essentially
Worthless
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Defendants' final contention -- that restitution is available only when the goods purchased
are essentially worthless -- rests upon administrative cases which were decided prior (*14)
to H gteL Y. fTC;, $LJPrCi, Those decisions reflect self- imposed restraints by the Commission in
its efforts to develop standards under Section 5 in order to justify administratively ordered
redress. The Ninth Circuit in Heater, held that the Commission lacked authority to order
administrative redress , which rendered the Commission s self-inposed standards nugatory.

For the above reasons , the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is denied.
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